CS 701 Final Project Presentations

All presentations will take place **Tue/Thu 11am-noon** in **75 SHS room 206** (about 20 minutes each). Email schar@... to request attending via Zoom.

**Thursday 12/2**

**MiddTeams**: A Web Application for Coaches and Athletes to Increase Scheduling Efficiency at Middlebury
Dan Borah + Pierce Fricke

**Midd360°**: 360° Indoor Campus Tour for Prospective Students
Leili Manafi + Yaqi Huang + Cynthia Chen

**TCP Packet Analyzer**: Identifying Website Requests using tcpdump and Machine Learning
Ethan Berner + Simon Scharf

**Tuesday 12/7**

**Green Midd**: Analyzing Middlebury’s Energy Goals
Daniel Brey + Walker Frankenberg

**CodeNamer**: A Codenames Spymaster AI
Corey Scheinfeld + Ethan Saxenian

**An Algorithmic Assist For Transparency**: Streamlining Freedom of Information Act Requests With a Novel Web Service
Sammy Van Cleve + Jake Gaughan

**Thursday 12/9**

**qT3**: An App for the Algorithmic Deduction of Arabic Verbs
Leah Smith + Sabrina Templeton

**Mapping Green Spaces**: Using Satellite and Census Data to Assess the Presence of Green Spaces in Urban Areas
Kaylen Rivers + Sam Marshall